The pore structure characteristic of FA-Z self-assembly supports.
Figure S1
The 3D structure unit of RHP.
Figure S2
Relative molecular mass of different RHP by GPC traces.
Figure S3
The structure unit of super-solubility micelle and the process of formation from molecular self-assembly to nano self-assembly. Figure S4 XRD patterns of nano self-assembly aluminum hydroxide before (a) and after (b)
5.
calcinations.
6. Figure S5 XPS profiles of the Mo3d curve fitting of the sulfured FA-Z catalysts.
Table S2
The binding energy and content of different valences Mo specie for FA-Z catalysts.
8. Figure S6 The curve of TG/DSC of the macro self-assembly Alumina support and catalyst.
Figure S7
Schematic diagram of the hydrotreating process for FCC diesel. Data of "*" represent mercury intrusion method. Others indicate BET method. 
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